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The Holistic
Dental Center

Working Together with
Other Holistic Practitioners
to Create a True Holistic
Approach to Your Health

A

team approach to your overall health and it starts at the Holistic
they don’t see, I do, and vice versa, seeing dental infections and
Dental Center in Millburn, New Jersey, with their highly skilled
how they can affect organ systems through meridians or directly and
team of trained professionals in holistic and biological dentistry. From utilizing the benefits of networking with a holistic practitioner can and
their award winning doctors and their state of the art technology to
does make all the difference in patient care…I wouldn’t have it any
their use of ozone and self-healing therapies, they are committed
other way,” Dr. Gashinsky says about working with other practitioners.
to not only treating your dental related symptoms, but also, the root
So if you’re looking for an approach that is inclusive of all aspects
cause thereby eliminating disease and promoting optimal health.
of holistic care, visit Dr. Gashinsky and his team at The Holistic Dental
Little did conventional practitioners know so many years ago that Center in Millburn, New Jersey. It’s their priority to ensure complete
it took more than just looking at the mouth. A generation ago there
holistic care by promoting the benefits of holism. “It’s not just your
was a disconnect, a thought that our mouth and teeth had no bearing teeth anymore,” as he says, “It never was,” but now they have the
on the health of the rest of our body. Now more and more research
ability to not just treat overall disease but truly prevent and promote
has been showing that there is a strong connection between dental
whole body wellness.
disease and systemic health. Dr. Gashinsky, Holistic Dentist, has
always known that. A holistic approach to health is multifaceted, so he Other than being a dentist for 40 years, Dr. Vladimir Gashinsky, is a
certified nutritional consultant, Accredited by the International Academy
has built a network of healthcare practitioners to assist his patients in
of Oral Medicine and Toxicology, SMART certified and a Naturopathic
obtaining their desired level of optimal wellness.
doctor “My passion for learning is never complete, I will continue to
Working hand in hand with Naturopaths, Functional Medicine
research and learn the latest in alternative treatments and team up
practitioners and many others in the field of holistic medicine has
with the best in the fields of holistic and alternative medicine to bring
expanded Dr. Gashinsky’s ability to help more people. “I find it to be
my patients the best treatments available, this I can assure you.”
incredibly fulfilling to work synergistically with these practitioners to
be able to improve patients’ health so dramatically. Some are coming
Holistic Dental Center is located at 91 Millburn Avenue, Millburn,New
to me so very sick and by working together we’re seeing drastic
Jersey. For more information, call 973-457-4244 or visit
improvements in their quality of life,” says Dr. Gashinsky.
HolisticDentalCenterNJ.com.
Dr. Gashinsky feels strongly in the need to practice in such
a manner as to take patients whole health into consideration. So
much so, that he traveled to Switzerland this past spring to visit the
Paracelsus Clinic and Swiss BioHealth Clinic; two healthcare models
that promote the oral-body connection, to study their holistic approach
to patient care. Dr. Gashinsky says, “To truly practice holism; the
thought that everything is understood in relation to the whole and not
just its parts, it’s important to remember that when treating a person
it’s not just what one practitioner does, but how they can work together
for your appointment today!
to improve the final outcome.”
“Finding and working with like minded practitioners to help my
patients has not only been professionally satisfying, but also on a
Mercury Free and Mercury Safe
personal level knowing that my patients are being well taken care of,”
Metal Free Implants
say Dr. Gashinksy. “Finding and addressing the root cause of disease
Fluoride Free • Holistic Cleanings
in all our disciplines is the key to success in our patients’ health. What
__________________________________________ A D V E R T O R I A L __________________________________________

Looking for a “TRUE”
Holistic Dentist?
Call 973-457-4244
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Robin Ellen Leder, M.D.

North Jersey’s Premier Alternative / Integrative Physician
• Comprehensive Thyroid/Adrenal Protocols

• HCG Medically Supervised Diet

• Reconfiguration of the Gut Microbiome

• Dietary/Nutrient Control of Diabetes

• Bio-Identical Hormone Replacement

• Chelation Therapy for Atherosclerosis

• Immune System Enhancement via IV Therapies

• Elimination of Food Sensitivities

• Individual/Relationship Counseling/Coaching

• Supervised Medical Detoxification

• Integrative Protocols for Autism/ADD/ADHD

• Test-Based Vitamin Protocols

• Test-based Nutrient Protocols and Injections

• Supportive Cancer Therapy

Since training one-on-one with Dr. Robert Atkins, Dr. Leder has studied psychoanalysis
and functional medicine. She has specialized exclusively in alternative medicine for
over 30 years, and has treated thousands of patients successfully using innovation
and insight, and minimal use of pharmaceuticals.

Call for your free 10-minute consultation with Dr. Leder
A Better Alternative

Medical Center

235 Prospect Avenue, Hackensack, NJ 07601 • (201) 525-1155
or www.robinledermd.com
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Mental Health Brings Anxiety-Free Living
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greeting, mental health is fast becoming a critical
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issue. The anxiety is coming from all directions; per		 Joseph Quiroz
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competitive at all levels, so to address anxiety, we
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need easy, community-based approaches with which
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to slowly adapt a more equitable and inclusive apNorthern New Jersey
proach. Affirmative thinking and self-care are more
Natural Awakenings publisher
important than ever to avoid putting undue stress on
Anil Singh and his wife Vartika
ourselves.
Our feature story, “Staying Serene in Turbulent Times,” provides clear action items
to convert anxiety into positive actions. Also check out Be Well founder Lauren Taibi, in
Caldwell, helping the community with her unique approach to mental health. Our current
social structure is creating anxiety and stress in kids, too. We have great way to healing
them in our Healthy Kids department, “The Colors of Healing.” Our local contributors
have some great information about heart health by Dr. Finn, and functional medicine habits for mental health by Dr. Pucci.
Our November issue contains something for everyone about health and wellness
from our local community and healthcare providers. Find even more great information in
our online edition at NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com. Natural Awakenings of North Jersey is
your all-season health and wellness resource for body, mind and soul—the physical body
and inner, spiritual, well-being. Like us on Facebook and Instagram.
Stay Healthy, Stay Happy!

Financial Manager		Yolanda Shebert
Asst. Director of Ops		Heather Gibbs

Natural Awakenings Publishing Corporation
4851 Tamiami Trail N., Ste. 200
Naples, FL 34103
Ph: 239-434-9392 • Fax: 239-434-9513
NaturalAwakeningsMag.com

©2022 by Natural Awakenings. All rights reserved.
Although some parts of this publication may be
reproduced and reprinted, we require that prior
permission be obtained in writing.
Natural Awakenings is a free publication distributed
locally and is supported by our advertisers. Please call
to find a location near you or if you would like copies
placed at your business.
We do not necessarily endorse the views expressed
in the articles and advertisements, nor are we
responsible for the products and services advertised.
Check with a healthcare professional regarding the
appropriate use of any treatment.

Natural Awakenings
Magazine is ranked
5th Nationally in
CISION’S® 2016
Top 10 Health &
Fitness Magazines

Natural Awakenings is printed on
recycled newsprint with soy-based ink.
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Anil Singh, Publisher

Natural Awakenings is a family of nearly 50 healthy
living magazines celebrating 28 years of providing the
communities we serve with the tools and resources we
all need to lead healthier lives on a healthy planet.
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ADVERTISING & SUBMISSIONS
HOW TO ADVERTISE
To advertise with Natural Awakenings or request a media
kit, please contact us at 201-781-5577 or email
Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com.
Deadline for ads: the 15th of the month.
EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS
Email articles, news items and ideas to: Publisher@
NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com. Deadline for editorial:
the 15th of the month.
CALENDAR SUBMISSIONS
Email Calendar Events to:
Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com.
Deadline for calendar: the 15th of the month.
READERSHIP SURVEY
21% purchase from our advertisers between
1 and 3 times per month
34.2% share their copy with 2 or more additional readers
84.7% are female 47.7% between 35 and 54 years of age
60% have one or more college degrees
88.1% purchase healthy or organic food

Discover Life Changing
ACCESS BARS® Sessions

The Bars are 32 points on
the head that when lightly
touched releases old energies
that keep you stuck in many
areas of your life, allowing for
tremendous and easy change.

Interested in learning how
to give ACCESS BARS®?
Upcoming class:
Nov. 12, 9-5pm • Paramus, NJ
Step into the power of
who you truly are, call for
your session today!

Theresa Obssuth, BF, AFF
Access Bars Facilitator

201-655-3836

AccessConsciousness.com

AccessConsciousness.com
November 2022
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Sunny Health Spa Getaway

Pendulums for Personal Clearing

L

ois Kramer Perez, CHt,
certified in feng shui,
hypnosis, NLP and energy
clearing, will teach a class
on the basics plus advanced
uses for pendulums at 7
p.m., November 15, at
Emerson High School.
Participants will practice using the pendulum to receive
information and learn how
to clear space for themselves
and others.
The experienced teacher
and author says, “Pendulums have been used for dowsing and
accessing intuition for hundreds of years. You’ve seen people
hold a ring on a string over a pregnant woman’s belly to see if
she is having a boy or a girl. Pendulums have become a very
popular tool today.” No pendulum experience is required. Students can bring their own or one will be provided.
Location: 131 Main St., Emerson. To register, call 201- 262-5502.
For more information, visit Lois@LoisKramerPerez.com. See ad,
page 15.

T

he Island of Health
Wellness and
Retreat Center, in Hallandale, Florida, north
of Miami, offers a stepby-step full-body detox
program and cleanse
to remove everything
from toxins and heavy
metals to stones and excess fat from the liver.
Seven, 7, 10 and 14-day all-inclusive holistic packages
include comfortable rooms near the ocean; low-carb diet food for
lunch and dinner; oxygen cocktails; green cocktails; yoga classes:
and four treatments a day (after individual computer bio-resonance testing). Transportation from the airport is provided.
Those suffering from arthritis, diabetes, kidney problem,
fatty liver, psoriasis, obesity or low immune system functioning
can enjoy individually customized ionic detox, lymph drainage,
cupping massage, reflexology massage, hot stone massage, classical massage. infrared wrap with collagen and Dead Sea application, electromagnetic therapy, jade application, ultrasonic cavitation, lipo laser treatment , vitamin IV. and much more (cosmetic
procedures not included).
For more information, call 305-916-1248 or visit
WellnessAndDetoxCenter.com. See ad, page 7.

Regain A Full Head Of Hair!
without

Needling, Injectables or Lasers
If you’ve tried other approaches to regain your
hair and been disappointed with the results,
visit us today for a free consultation.

We can guarantee you a full,
beautiful head of hair in 2 to 3 hours!
Results last up to 3 years.

Call 201-731-3530 Today

to Reserve Your Free Private Consultation
before

after

Over 30 years experience helping women with hair loss.

The Hair for Life Center
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62 Chestnut St., Bldg 4A, Englewood, NJ

TheHairForLifeCenter.com

Thanksgiving Weekend
at the Salt Cave

A

fter enjoying a day
of turkey and
trimmings
with family and friends,
celebrate Black
Friday, Small
Business Saturday and Salty
Sunday at Salt
of the Earth,
Center for
Healing. This
is a great opportunity to get healthy and do some early holiday
shopping at the same time.
Salt cave sessions all three days will be half price ($20). Many
items will also be on sale, including 20 percent off all salt lamps;
25 percent off gift certificates for salt cave sessions; and 10 percent
off a large selection of gift bags.
Location: 811 Chestnut Ridge Rd., Chestnut Ridge. To schedule salt
cave session, call 845-290-0678 or visit saltoftheearthcfh.com.

Wellness and
Retreat Center
in Hallandale,
Florida

If you have arthritis, diabetes,
kidney problem, fatty liver, psoriasis,
Obesity, Low immune system, Anxiety
Our center is right place for you!

7•10•14 DAY ALL-INCLUSIVE
HOLISTIC PACKAGES
Holistic Package includes:
n Comfortable rooms near the ocean
n Low carb diet food (lunch, dinner)
n Oxygen cocktail, Green cocktail
n Yoga classes
n 4 treatments a day
n Transportation From airport

We are with you every step of the way
as you improve your health!

Treatments
we are offering:
• Ionic detox
• Lymph drainage
• Cupping massage
• Reflexology massage
• Hot stone massage
• Classical massage
• Infrared wrap with
collagen and Dead Sea
application
• Electromagnetic therapy
• Jade application
• Ultrasonic cavitation
• Lipo laser treatment
• Vitamin IV
• Much more

Call us today: 305-916-1248
WellnessAndDetoxcCenter.com

EVERY SUNDAY

May-November 9 am - 2 pm
December-April 10 am - 1 pm
Ramsey Main Street Train Station
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2021

9x winner

Best
Farmers Market

RS

W
’ C H OICE A

AR

OUTD
ALL Y OOR
EAR!
50+ Outstanding Vendors
Local Music
Artisan Days

Ramsey Pays It Forward

Bring non-perishable food items
to be donated weekly to
Center for Food Action

Rain or Shine
Ample Free Parking
Special Vendors

buy local, buy fresh!
Sign up for our weekly newsletter on our website and see our
special vendors, music, artisans, and non-profits at

ramseyfarmersmarket.org
sponsored by Ramsey Historical Association and Borough of Ramsey

November 2022
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Fruit and Vitamin B6 May
Relieve Anxiety and Depression

Holistic and compassionate
mental health services for
Adults, College students and
Couples, utilizing research based
methods including CBT.
“Walk and talk” sessions utilizing
our private, outdoor space.
Counseling is a professional
relationship that empowers diverse
individuals, families, and groups to
accomplish mental health, wellness,
education, and career goals.

Our team of 8 therapists
allows families to receive
care all in one center.

Lauren
Taibi,

@BeWellCaldwell

175 Fairfield Avenue • Suite 1C
West Caldwell • 973-886-8300
North New Jersey

Services for MEN ONLY
by Certified/Lic MALE Tech.

0138
4
9
8
1
20
hedule

LPC, NCC

Visit BeWellCaldwell.com
for“Ask The Hive” - a place to
ask anonymous questions.
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The best strategy to stay upbeat
may be to reach for the
fruit bowl, suggests a
new study comparing the habits and
mental states
of 428 people
published in the
British Journal of
Nutrition. Researchers at the
UK’s Aston University found that the more
often people ate fruit, the
lower they scored for depression and the higher for mental well-being. The frequency
of fruit consumption seemed to be more important to psychological health than the total amount consumed. People
that ate savory snacks such as potato chips, which are
low in nutrients, were more likely to report more frequent
memory lapses and greater levels of anxiety and depression. The researchers found no connection between eating
vegetables and psychological health. Nutrients can be lost
during cooking. “As we are more likely to eat fruit raw, this
could potentially explain its stronger influence on our psychological health,” says lead author Nicola-Jayne Tuck.
In another study, researchers from the UK’s University
of Reading gave 478 young adults either high doses of vitamins B6 or B12 or a placebo. After one month, they found
that 100 milligrams of the B6 (about 50 times the recommended daily allowance) significantly boosted gamma
aminobutyric acid, which inhibits excitatory impulses in the
brain, and reduced self-reported anxiety and depression
levels. B12 had no such effects.

NANorthNJ.com

c

Call to s
Discount
with Ad!

Manscaping • Massage
Body Brushing • Personal Training

Free Body Analysis with services

Northern NJ location — Easy parking
For more info Email: BeholdthemanNJ@yahoo.com

MIA Studio/AdobeStock.com

To protect against memory loss, simple stretching and balance exercises work as well as hard-driving aerobics, concludes a new study from Wake Forest University. The study
enrolled 296 sedentary older adults with mild cognitive
decline such as forgetting dates, keys and names. Those
that performed simple stretching routines for
120 to 150 minutes per week experienced no
memory decline in a year’s time, as measured by cognitive tests and
brain scans that showed
no shrinkage. These results
matched the outcome of people that did
moderate-intensity aerobic training on treadmills or stationary bikes four times a week,
striving for about 30 to 40 minutes of a heightened heart rate. A control group of equally
matched people that did not exercise did
decline cognitively. The people that exercised
were supervised by trainers at local YMCAs,
which may have helped them stay motivated, say
the researchers.

Longevity Diet
Involves Fasting, Too
After reviewing hundreds of studies on
nutrition, diseases
and longevity in laboratory animals and
humans, the optimal
diet for longevity
has “lots of legumes,
whole grains and vegetables; some fish; no
red meat or processed
meat and very low
white meat; low sugar
and refined grains; good levels of nuts and olive oil, and
some dark chocolate,” reports University of Southern
California gerontology professor Valter Longo. According to the literature review he and others authored for
Cell, a day’s meals should ideally occur within a window
of 11 to 12 hours, allowing for a daily period of fasting. A
five-day fast or fast-mimicking diet every three to four
months was also suggested to help reduce insulin resistance, blood pressure and other risk factors for those
with increased disease risks.
logo3in1/AdobeStock.com

Stretching and Balance
Exercises Can Avert
Mental Decline

We Make Hair Grow, We Make Skin Glow
Dr. Veber developed a holistic approach to stop
your hair loss, improve the overall health of your
hair, and regrow the hair you’ve lost.
THE TREATMENT OF YOUR HAIR LOSS SHOULD
NOT BE A GUESSING GAME!
We Offer TrichoTest™. TrichoTest™ provides the information on
how susceptible your hair is to specific medications.
All our treatments are non-surgical and restorative:
Mesotherapy, Microneedling, Low-level laser Therapy,
Platelet Rich Plasma, Growth Factors Therapy, PDO Threads,
IV Therapy, and more.
My goal is to design a
personalized plan to restore
the health of your hair or
skin in a safe, professional,
compassionate, and
private environment.
Follow us on Instagram
@medicalhairskinrestoration
Hablamos español!

Book Your Consultation Today

(201) 981-4811

163 Engle Street
Bldg 4E • Englewood

MedicalHairSkin.com
November 2022
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health and mood, and focus on what is important: living and doing what brings us joy.

Make Restorative Sleep a
Top Priority

Functional Medicine
Habits to Improve
Mental Health and
Well-Being

I

n a world overflowing with smartphones,
social media, instant texts, advertisements,
24/7 news cycles and a million other distractions, it is no wonder that many of us are
stressed out, tired and mentally exhausted, all
of which can take a negative toll without our
even being aware of it. Thanks to the wholebody approach of functional medicine and
a few simple habits, it is easier than ever to
reverse course when it comes to improving
our own mind, body and overall well-being.
These habits are not only easy to implement,
but can have a profound and lasting impact
on every aspect of our lives.

Healthy Gut Equals Happy Life
Scientists have discovered that healthy gut
bacteria produce key neurotransmitters that
include dopamine, serotonin and GABA.
All of these chemicals play an essential role
in mood and improved mental health. This
means that our gut-brain axis plays a pivotal

10
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role in maintaining mental health. This
simple fact has been changing the course of
treatment for patients with depression and
conditions like Parkinson’s. By cultivating a
well-balanced and healthy gut microbiome
that includes plenty of good bacteria, not
only will digestion quickly improve, but so
will the quality of our mental health and
well-being.

Take the Flame Out of
Inflammation
Another problem that can cause havoc on
mood and health is chronic inflammation,
which implies too much surveillance and not
enough repair. It has a negative impact on
internal organs and tissues, and plays an important role in numerous health conditions,
including heart disease. It can cause hormones to shift as it drains energy essential to
growth and nurture. By nursing the immune
system back to balance, we can better our

More than 50 percent of Americans lose
sleep to anxiety or stress. Sleep deprivation
can further amplify our negative response
both physically and mentally to daily stresses,
and also impact memory, focus, appetite,
decision-making, happiness and energy levels. Deep, restorative sleep is one of the most
essential foundations of abundant health and
personal vitality. Start by making a mental
note to put the technology away, take a few
deep breaths or light stretches and slip into
something relaxing and quiet.
By implementing these three simple, yet
transformative functional medicine habits
into our lives, we can bring pleasure and
restore mindfulness of our physical health
and well-being. Start small with one habit or
dive into all three. Either way, the positive
changes these habits can create will be sure
to make a lasting impact that can be felt from
the inside-out now and in the future.
For information on
conquering health issues
naturally using a natural,
holistic approach called
functional medicine, visit
GetWell-Now.com, choose
Dr. Doug Pucci “Learn More” and register
for the free Root Cause Solution minicourse.
See ad, page 18.

W

Aging and Heart Health

e all have anecdotal experience that
people of advanced age have more
heart attacks, but statistically speaking, the
average age men have their first heart attack
is 65, and for women, the average age is
72. Menopause, which women experience
around the age of 50, lowers the amount of
estrogen in the body. Estrogen helps keep
arteries flexible, so the heart attack risk goes
up once estrogen starts to drop. However,
there is now an increasing number of cases
with much younger people getting heart
attacks. There are some key factors affecting
heart health risk with increasing age to watch
out for.
Weight: By the age of 50, body metabolism,
the process the body uses to break down
food for energy, slows down by 30 percent.
A slower metabolism can make it hard to
maintain a healthy weight and increases the
risk of insulin resistance, high cholesterol,
high blood pressure and obesity—all of
which raise the odds of heart disease.
Hardening of the Heart: With age, arteries get stiffer and similarly, the heart muscle

stiffens, too. This makes it tougher to pump
blood well, especially during high-intensity
activities like exercise.
Blood Pressure: By the mid-to-late 50s, the
risk of getting high blood pressure is significant. It hardens and damages the smooth
inner lining of the artery walls, stiffens blood
vessels and increases the chance of blockage.
Poor Sleep: Aging often leads to trouble
sleeping, which can increase the stiffness of
arteries and harden cholesterol plaque, raising the risk of heart disease.
Blood Vessels Narrow: Aging is one of the
risk factors for atherosclerosis, or the hardening and narrowing of arteries. It occurs when
cholesterol, fats and other fatty substances
known as plaque build up on the inner walls
of the arteries, restricting blood flow to the
heart.
Increased Sensitivity to Salt: The body
doesn’t deal as well with salt intake as we age.
Too much can raise blood pressure and lead
to swelling.
Higher Risk of Diabetes for Women: As es-

trogen drops after menopause, body doesn’t
use insulin as well as it once did, raising
the risk of getting diabetes. Over time, high
blood sugar can damage blood vessels and
nerves that control the heart.
The aging process brings changes that
cannot be avoided, but careful analysis of
lifestyle is key in managing the hearth health
risks. A regular consultation and guidance
with a wholistic practitioner can have a positive impact.
Roman E. Finn, M.D., is a
holistic and integrative
practitioner of traditional
medicine in modern ways. For
consultations, call 201-2910401 or visit citm-drfinn.com. See ad, back
cover.

November 2022
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Recharging The Body Electric

I

f we are feeling fatigued, exhausted or
run-down, it is likely our electrical energy
needs to be revitalized. The Electrics is one of
nine energy systems in the body. There is an
electrical thread that runs through all nine
systems. If our electrical energy is low, it will
affect all nine energy systems in their ability
to support radiant, vibrant health.
There are several exercises that can be
used to revitalize the Electrics. Once we have
revitalized the Electrics system, we can get a
deep healing Electrics session from a certified practitioner. Revitalizing and deep healing sessions focused on our electrical energy
does wonders for reducing fatigue, depletion
and exhaustion in the body.
The Electrics energy system is mainly
responsible for supporting the heart and nervous system. The heart is the most electric
organ. That is why medical doctors evaluate
the health of the heart with electrocardiograms. It is the electrical component of the
heart that indicates the health and resilience

of the heart tissue and organ.
The nervous system is essentially the
body’s wiring of the electrical system. The
nerves and neurons transmit electrical
impulses between different parts of the body.
Nerves, neurons and axons are specialized to
help conduct the electrical currents through
the body. This electrical energy is the way
the nervous system sends signals or impulses
between the body and brain. Electrical energy enables us to move, think and even feel
emotions.
We get electrical energy in our energy
bodies from the earth, and lightning storms
are a major way to replenish the electrical
energy of the earth. When we walk barefoot
outside and are in direct contact with the
earth, we pull up energy into the bottoms of
our feet, mainly in a point called the “well
spring” in the ball of the foot. Wearing shoes
most of the time prevents this direct contact
with the earth and pulling energy up into our
energy bodies—especially electrical energy.

We may also pull energy up into our feet
(maybe not electrical energy) by walking
barefoot on hardwood floors because it is an
energy-activating process to walk barefoot
on a floor created from something in nature,
Floors created from synthetic or unnatural
sources do not help activate our energies.
Another way to revitalize our electrical
energy is to put one or two hands over the
back of the heads right below where the head
and neck meet. This area contains the two
main electric points in the body on the bladder meridian, which governs the nervous
system. The bladder meridian runs along the
spinal column on the body to help support
the nervous system. Hold the area of the
main electrical points for several minutes to
activate or revitalize the Electrics system, but
not more than five minutes.

E QUANTUM BR

ENERGIZE. EMPOW

ContactWHAT
Dr. AnneIDeatly
at WITH
HELP
201-925-1046
or Anne. / ANXIE
• STRESS
Deatly@gmail.com. See ad,
• EMOTIONAL ISS
page 21.

• SELF-LIMITING
• NEGATIVITY

W

n Search Engine
We’ll help make it easy with:
n

Naturally Sourced Supplements &
Other Products for Healthy Living
n

Thermographic Imaging of Breast
& Full Body
n

Yoga & Meditation Classes
n

Feldenkrais ATM® & FI® Sessions
n

Pilates Mat Classes

Seminars & Workshops for
Healthy Living
n La Bella Donna Natural Mineral
Makeup & Other Natural
Beauty Products
n
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Optimization (SEO)
DR. ANNE DEATLY PHD
n Website
Design
WWW.DRANNEDEATLY.COM
A FULL-SERVICE
201-925-1046
FULL-SERVICE
n AEmail
Marketing
DIGITAL
AGENCY
DIGITAL
AGENCY
ANNE.DEATLY@GMAIL.COM
n
Social
Media
Do you want your business
to stand Management
out from the crowd?
PPC
Campaigns
Let n
us show
you how
we’ve helped
other businesses use technology to
App Contact us today for
theirn
advantage.
Social Media Marketing

Social Media Marketing

Email Marketing

SUCC
MIND
HIGH
OPTI
INCR
QUAN

Email Marketing

Do you want your business to stand
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Salt of the Earth, Center for Healing Holistic Wellness Center

S

as halotherapy, a nonusan Toron,
invasive treatment
DC, and Sheryl
that allows the body
Silver, FMCHC,
to use aerosolized salt
recently celebrated the
as a method of natural
sixth anniversary of
healing. Himalayan
their holistic wellsalt particles have
ness venue, Salt of the
anti-inflammatory
Earth, Center for Healand anti-microbial
ing. They opened with
Susan Toron, DC, and Sheryl Silver, FMCHC properties that open
only the Himalayan
the airways and reduce or eliminate mucus
salt cave in October 2016, and weren’t sure
from the lungs. These properties make it an
it would be embraced by the community. As
more practitioners joined them, the original
ideal natural therapy for the symptoms asvision has come to fruition, offering a variety sociated with post-COVID, asthma, allergies,
COPD, sinusitis and more.
of natural healing treatments that complement traditional therapies.
Toron, a chiropractor, and Silver, a
health coach, work together to implement
Acupuncture, chiropractic, Ayurvedic
a functional medicine approach to wellness
medicine, reiki, functional medicine health
for their clients. They believe it is best to
coaching and nutrition counseling, CBD
get to the root cause of a patient’s condition
(cannabidiol) consultation, craniosacral
rather than address only the symptoms. This
therapy, massage, manual lymphatic drainphilosophy allows them to incorporate the
age, raindrop therapy and far-infrared Biomat therapy are all available. Monthly special multitude of healing modalities offered at the
cave. They will create an individualized plan
group events include meditation, sound
that includes proper eating plans, supplehealing, past-life regressions and more.
ments and lifestyle changes.
Thousands of pounds of pink HimalaAs New York state-certified hemp reyan salt surround clients in an environment
tailers, they help clients understand the benethat recreates the microclimate of naturally
fits of CBD and take time to explain how to
occurring subterranean salt caves (speleouse it safely and effectively. Although it has
therapy). In addition to the walls and floor, a
become a major offering in the health and
halogenerator crushes salt into dry, micronwellness industry in recent years, along with
sized particles to be inhaled. This is known

the popularity comes a lot of misinformation
and CBD products of varying quality. Salt
of the Earth has taken the time to research
CBD, such as how it is made, what the
potential benefits are and how best to use it,

based on individual needs. In the process,
they have investigated many products to
select the brands they are comfortable carrying at their center.
Salt of the Earth, Center for Healing is located
at 811 Chestnut Ridge Rd., Store E, in Chestnut Ridge. For more information or to arrange
a private consultation, call 845-290-0678,
email saltoftheearthcfh@gmail.com or visit
saltoftheearthcfh.com. See ad, page 7.
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Plastic Recycling
Hoax Revealed

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency data shows
the difference in nighttime temperatures in heat
island areas can be as much as 22 degrees warmer
than temperatures measured outside such locations. This leads to more energy consumption,
greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution and other
harmful effects.
Cool pavement is a road treatment made with no
harmful chemicals—just asphalt, water, an emulsifying soap, mineral fillers, polymers and recycled
materials—applied on top of existing asphalt pavement. Because the surface reflects, rather than
retains heat, it has the potential to offset rising
nighttime temperatures.
In 2020, portions of eight neighborhoods in Phoenix received cool pavement asphalt coating treatment in areas already in need of pavement preservation. The city partnered with Arizona State University
researchers to conduct scientific tests using thermal
imaging by helicopter flyovers and temperature sensors embedded in the pavement surface, studying
how it could mitigate the urban heat island effect.
In October 2021, the pilot program ended and cool
pavement has become a regular program for the
city’s Street Transportation Department.
Similarly, 1 million square feet of roads in Los Angeles have been covered with solar-reflective paint
in the GAF Cool Community Project, which includes
colorful murals by a local artist on a basketball
court, a school playground and a parking lot.

Concrete Made
with Rubber Refuse
Concrete consists of water, cement and an aggregate such as sand or gravel. The aggregate has to be mined from
the ground, and is now in short supply in many parts of the world, while discarded tires can be partially recycled,
but are often burned or relegated to landfills.
Attempts to replace some of the aggregate used in concrete with crumbled, used tires has been stymied by a
bonding problem because pores in the rubber fill with water when the concrete is first mixed, and become empty
holes as the water evaporates and the concrete sets.
As reported in the journal Resources, Conservation & Recycling, scientists at Australia’s RMIT University have
produced good-quality concrete in which all of the aggregate has been replaced with tire particles. They started
with wet concrete in which all the aggregate is comprised of tire particles, then placed it in special steel molds as it
set to place pressure on the concrete, compressing the particles and the pores within.
Once the concrete dried and set, the cement had bonded much better to the tire particles. When compared to
previous 100-percent tire-aggregate concrete produced by conventional means, the preloaded concrete exhibited 97 percent, 59 percent and 20 percent increases in compressive, flexural and tensile strength, respectively.
14
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Cool Pavement Program

According to a new report
(Tinyurl.com/Chemical
Recycling) from the nonprofit Global Alliance for
Incinerator Alternatives
(GAIA), 20 states have
passed bills to exempt
chemical recycling facilities
from waste management
requirements, despite significant evidence that most
facilities actually incinerate
the plastic they receive.
The petrochemical industry, as represented by the
American Chemistry Council, has been lobbying for
state-level legislation to promote “chemical recycling”,
a process that critics say is recycling in name only. Their
goal is to reclassify chemical recycling as a manufacturing process, rather than waste disposal, with more lenient
regulations concerning pollution and hazardous waste.
GAIA Policy and Research Coordinator and author
of the report Tok Oyewole says, “These facilities are in
actuality waste-to-toxic-oil plants, processing plastic to
turn it into a subpar and polluting fuel.” The report calls for
federal regulation to crack down on the plastic industry’s
misinformation and affirm chemical recycling’s status as a
waste management process.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is considering
whether chemical recycling should be regulated under Section 129 of the Clean Air Act, which would define chemical
recycling processes as incineration, potentially short-circuiting the petrochemical industry’s state legislative strategy,
although Oyewole says it’s unclear whether the agency’s
determination would override existing state legislation.
tanvi sharma/Unsplash.co,,
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The Need to be Needed

L

icensed and Boardhealth field, she was an
Certified Professional
elementary educator
Counselor Lauren F. Taibi,
and New Jersey certified
NCC, is the owner and
teacher. During graduate
founder of Be Well Psychoschool, she volunteered
therapy. She is a wellness
with the Contact We Care
speaker and author of the
national suicide lifeline
children’s book, Dance with
and is assist-certified. Her
Me, Please, and states, “At
graduate work began in
Be Well Psychotherapy,
hospice, expanding her
we are fortunate to work
bereavement and grief
alongside a team of eight
experience.
therapists. Each therapist
She shares, “Oftenbrings something remarktimes, one might find
able to the center. Our
saying ‘Goodbye’ tough.
team allows families to reWhen I was first humbled
Lauren F. Taibi, NCC
ceive care all in one center.
with the opportunity to
It is a humbling experience
work alongside clients, I
to be able to work alongside dedicated and
searched for a way to express my farewell
qualified professionals!”
until the next session or time. Something
Taibi graduated from Drew Univerdid not sit right with ‘Goodbye,’ or ‘Have
sity, in Madison, and Caldwell University,
a good night,’ or ‘Have a nice weekend.’ I
in Caldwell. Prior to entering the mental
stumbled a few times, until trying, ‘Take

care and be well.’ I was led to encourage those that welcomed our therapeutic
relationship in offering them a reminder to
‘take care,’—taking care of themselves and
the goals they yearned for. Last, but not
least, I wanted to wish them well, to ‘be well’
in whatever that was for them.”
As Taibi continued working alongside
others as a licensed counselor, the experience inspired the name of her business, Be
Well Psychotherapy. “Before long, it came
time to put an image with our name; a
bumblebee was the first thing that came to
mind. As we may know, bees are needed
for our food supply, pollinating flowers and
producing honey,” she says. “Needed, or essential, is the way each of us deserve to feel.”
Be Well Psychotherapy is located at 175
Fairfield Ave., Ste. 1C, in West Caldwell. For
appointments and more information, call
973-886-8300 or visit BeWellCaldwell.com.
See ad, page 8.
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STAYING SERENE
IN TURBULENT TIMES

HOW TO TURN ANXIETY INTO POSITIVE ACTION

miniartkur/AdobeStock.com

by Ronica O’Hara

I

n this day and age, we have good reason
to toss and turn in our beds at night. As
our nation faces climate catastrophes,
acrid politics, stubborn inflation, unpredictable virus variants and hot-button issues
like abortion and guns, there’s good reason
our collective anxiety levels are at a high
pitch. A recent Yale survey found that 70
percent of Americans report being anxious
or depressed about global warming, and a
Penn State survey this year found that 84
percent of us say we are “extremely worried”
or “very worried” about where the country is
headed. Researchers are coining new terms:
“polycrisis”, for complex, cascading crises
in interacting systems, and “pre-traumatic
stress disorder”, when fear of an outcome
makes it as good as real to our psyches.
“It’s easy for people to feel overwhelmed
now, feeling there are breakdowns and
threats on many fronts. People can wonder
‘Where do I even start?’ and feel powerless
and hopeless and numb,” says psychiatrist Janet Lewis, M.D., a founder of the nationwide
Climate Psychiatry Alliance and a University
of Rochester clinical assistant professor of
psychiatry. “We are part of a complex system
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that is moving into new ways of functioning, but there’s no way of predicting ahead of time
exactly what all the features of the new ways of operating will be. That makes it impossible for
us to wrap our minds around everything that is happening.”
Still, she adds, “We are also by definition part of the system, and therefore have a responsibility to do what we can. We can’t sit on the sidelines and merely hope that things transform
in good directions. The situation being so serious also means that what we do now is really
important.”
To move from anxiety into effective action, mental health experts advise several strategies:
taking a wider perspective, building resilience through self-care and taking individual steps to
make a collective difference. As the Dalai Lama encourages, “If you think you are too small to
make a difference, try sleeping with a mosquito!”

Taking a Wider Perspective
News reports almost always sound dire—just like the amygdala of our brains, journalists
often see their function as focusing on threats to alert us to dangers. “Still, if you take the long
view of history, we are much better off than we were 200 years ago or 1,000 years ago, but
it took many years to make those changes,” counsels Robert L. Leahy, Ph.D., director of the
American Institute for Cognitive Therapy and author of the bestselling
The Worry Cure and the upcoming If Only.
“We never know if something is hopeless until we have all the data, and we seldom have all
the data,” he says. “And when it comes to political emotions, many of the predictions that are
made by the ‘talking heads’ in media never come true.”
Leahy counsels patience: “Social change does not come about by one person doing something. That usually comes about by a long process of millions of people changing their attitudes and changing their behavior. Small efforts can be made on a daily basis that move this
slow process forward. We need to take a longer view, rather than expect immediate change.”
In this ongoing process, anxiety has its rightful place. “Anxiety makes us look around, figure

andrea/AdobeStock.com
Mediteraneo/AdobeStock.com

out solutions and act. This can absolutely be turned into something
positive,” says neuropsychologist Barbara Easterlin, of Jackson, Wyoming, an expert on eco-anxiety who is on the steering committee of
the Climate Psychology Alliance of North America. “Doing just one
thing to help the planet consistently helps defeat anxiety.”
Taking action moves us into our power—as 15-year-old Greta
Thunberg demonstrated by holding a sign outside the Swedish parliament. Personal actions matter because numbers add up. Only 25
percent of individuals in a social group need to make a shift before
significant social change follows, conclude researchers at the University of Pennsylvania School of Engineering and Applied Science that
analyzed a decade of societal changes in voting, health, technology
and finance. Once a group reaches that tipping point, it can trigger
a change in the rest of society, says study author Damon Centola,
Ph.D., author of Change: How to Make Big Things Happen.

Building Resilience with Self-Care
Fears about the shape of the planet and nation are often piled on top
of our everyday living anxieties about family and finances, which
can induce emotional overload. “We all have a ‘zone of resilience’
or ‘window of tolerance’, outside of which we become more reactive, less able to function effectively. But it is not fixed. We can learn
tools to expand it and cultivate the capacity to be with more,” says
Easterlin.
Therapy can be a part of that process by challenging us to examine
“the mental narratives that can exacerbate distress,” says Leslie
Davenport, a climate psychology consultant and author of Emotional
Resiliency in the Era of Climate Change. It’s important to find a therapist, she says, that “validates that your feelings are a normal response
to an existential crisis.” She has helped develop new programs at
the American Psychology Association and the California Institute
of Integral Studies to train therapists in treating eco-anxiety. For
low-cost online support, the Good Grief Network offers a 10-step,
10-week program to help process personal anxiety and grief about
climate change. People are also sitting down to share their distress at
climate cafes, small local gatherings springing up across the country
and globe, including some online.
Getting enough sleep, eating healthy and exercising are also
key self-care strategies. When anxiety strikes, psychologists advise
shifting attention from the head to the body, using such approaches
as mindful breathing, dancing and grounding. Meditation, easily
accessed these days through apps like Calm and Headspace, helps us
to enter into what religious and spiritual teachings call “the still point
within.”
Rather than “doomscrolling” when anxiety mounts, cutting back
our media use can significantly lower stress levels, studies show.
Wise media strategies include choosing well-established, credible
news sources; reading rather than watching the news to lower its
emotional impact; limiting news intake to 10 minutes once or twice
a day; taking a “news fast” on occasion; and passing up sources that
incessantly feed fury.
On the other hand, it’s essential to find sources for hope, an emotion important in recovery from anxiety disorders, according to a

study in Behavior Therapy. Googling “good news on climate change”
will bring up articles about alternative energy growth, new superenzymes that eat plastic rubbish and black rhinos coming back from
the brink of extinction. Although dystopic books abound, others offer hope, such as Drawdown, with its sensible, scaled-down strategies
to stop global warming by 2050.

Moving into Action
Virtually no one can take on all the problems of the nation and globe
at once—and the good news is that unless we hold high public office, we don’t have to. Instead, “In taking action, focus on what you
are good at, what your sphere of influence might be,” advises Lewis.
“What are you most heartbroken over? Get involved in that and
allow yourself to feel really good about what you’re doing and other
people are doing.”
By narrowing our focus, we can hone in on an issue and figure out
our part in its solution. “We need a broad range of collective action
for transformation,” says Davenport. “For climate change, a teacher
could bring social-emotional learning to climate education into the
classroom or start an after school ‘green club’; an artist could use
their creative medium to communicate about climate in a moving

November 2022
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way that could engage others; a nurse could
create a waste-reduction initiative within a
medical setting. These efforts all have ripple
effects and help to elevate each other.”
In one recent study, people were found to
consume less energy if they believed their
neighbors did so and personally cared about
conservation. Our neighborhoods are the
place to take the small, meaningful steps that
address the “crisis of connection” underlying rancorous national crises, says New York
Times columnist David Brooks. He advocates “radical mutuality”, saying, “Nothing
we do, however virtuous, can be accomplished alone.” Through simple actions like
having casual conversations around town,
pitching in to help a family in crisis, bringing a salad to a block party, tutoring a child
or holding a civic post, we build the warm
relational bonds that strengthen communities. As we meet others that feel as strongly
as we do about our issues, our numbers start
building and collective action can unfold.
“Independent of political beliefs, many
people can find common values such
as wanting safety for their families, a clean
environment with clean waterways and
recreation in natural environments,” says
Easterlin.
That, in turn, helps lower our distress. A
recent Yale study found that eco-anxiety was
linked to depression only among students
not involved in group activities; those engaged in collective action such as being part
of an environmental group, working in a
letter-writing campaign or going to events or
protests did not spiral downward emotionally. “Personal transformation and social
transformation happen simultaneously.
When you reach out and build community,
you nourish yourself,” Brooks says.
As Thunberg has put it: “When I’m taking
action, I don’t feel like I am helpless and that
things are hopeless, because then I feel like
I’m doing everything I can. And that gives
me very much hope, especially to see all the
other people all around the world, the activists, who are taking action and who are fighting for their present and for their future.”
Health writer Ronica O’Hara can be reached
at OHaraRonica@gmail.com.
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fit body

W

hether it’s the thrill of alpine skiing down the side
of a high mountain with breathtaking views or the
serene pleasure of Nordic cross-country skiing in
a nearby park, strapping on skis and swooping off burns lots of
calories, makes winter more enjoyable in diverse settings and accommodates all ages and skill levels.
According to the National Ski Areas Association, there were
61 million ski resort visits during the 2021-2022 season, a 3.5
percent increase over the previous
season. A survey by Snowsports
Industries America found that 4.8
million people cross-country
skied on backcountry,
public and private trails,
and in other areas
in the 2019-2020
season. To encourage neophytes to try
either style or for skiers
wishing to do more, here
are some technique,
conditioning, fitness
and safety tips.

Alpine
Skis have parabolic characteristics: they are made to turn.
When the knees are slightly bent forward, the upper legs serve
as shock absorbers. “When skiers don’t sufficiently flex their
knees and ankles, they can’t adequately pressure the fronts of
their skis, which is where the control is,” says Mike Cyr, a ski
instructor at Lost Valley, Maine, in SKI magazine’s July edition.
“Tip your skis into their uphill edges to turn up the hill
until you stop,” advises Deer Valley, Utah, ski instructor Rusty
Carr in SKI. The more experienced skiers get, the more they
understand how long this will take, based on terrain, speed
and snow conditions.
20
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“In addition to keeping strong the more obvious muscles
like quads and hamstrings, being sure your glutes are strong
and not inhibited by tight hip flexors is key,” says Leigh
Damkohler, a certified chiropractic sports physician and a
licensed massage therapist, in Yonkers, New York. “Maintaining a strong core and a combination of high-intensity, shortburst training, as well as sustained cardio, will keep your body
prepared for skiing.” She recommends cycling, swimming,
walking, running, yoga, Barre and Pilates, plus doing “wall
sits, lunges or squats that are ideal to work your muscles in a
parallel way to when you’re on the slopes.”
Conditions are key. A “fast track”—hard-packed snow—demands sharp, forceful turns to maintain control. Spots on the
slope that are shaded may be icy, especially early in the day.
Skiing in powder or slushy snow will slow skis down, allowing
for subtler turns and carving a path down the slope. Tightfitting, stiff ski boots are necessary to provide the most direct
intention of energy to either ski. Always be
alert. To avoid collisions, look before turning and listen for skiers or snowboarders that might be speeding
down the slope from behind.

Cross-Country
All that’s needed is a few
inches of snow for a recreational playground. Along
with snowshoeing, crosscountry skiing is a serene
and quiet connection with
nature. Some hardcore
aficionados take multi-day
backcountry or mountainous treks along marked trails
with overnight stays in lodges,
huts and cabins that may provide ski equipment.

shurkin_son/AdobeStock.com

by Randy Kambic
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TIPS FOR ENJOYING ALPINE
AND NORDIC STYLES

BSANI/AdobeStock.com

SKIING FOR
FITNESS AND PURE FUN

vitaliy_melnik/AdobeStock.com

the glare of indirect sunlight will hit unexposed parts of the face not covered by
goggles or sunglasses, so apply sunscreen
to those spots beforehand. “Hydration before and during your day is going to help
prevent muscle cramping and fatigue,”

adds Damkohler.
Freelance editor, writer and avid skier
Randy Kambic lives in Estero, Florida.

TIPS FOR
BEGINNER
SNOWBOARDERS
The slopes of alpine ski resorts are
shared with snowboarders. Here’s some
basic advice to give it a try:

n A great way to decide which foot to lead with is
to go with the foot used to kick a soccer ball.

n To attain and maintain proper balance, keep most of
Cross-country skiers glide on thinner skis over relatively flat terrain with
their weight slightly forward and evenly
distributed over both skis, moving in a
scissors-like motion akin to an elliptical
workout machine or power walking with
a long gait. Only the toe in a sneakerlike boot is attached to the ski’s binding,
so skiers lift up with each arm, planting
a pole and pushing on it, and a fuller
gliding motion is attained. Overall, it’s
a highly aerobic exercise facilitating an
extensive workout for arms and legs.
Many park and recreation departments
and sporting goods retailers put on winter festivals that feature the activity. Next
year’s Slumberland American Birkebeiner,
North America’s largest cross-country ski
marathon, covering 50 kilometers from
Cable to Hayward, Wisconsin, is expected to attract 13,000 participants from
throughout the U.S. and overseas, plus
40,000 spectators, on February 25.
“It’s physically gratifying to self-propel
yourself on snow,” says Ben Popp, executive director of the American Birkebeiner
Ski Foundation (Birkie.com), which
operates the event. “It’s accessible to every
effort level—it’s as easy as walking. It’s not
grueling—that’s a misconception.”
With either form of skiing, make sure
to respect the sun and consume liquids.
Surrounded by snow, both direct rays and

the weight over the board.

n Learn to strap into the board while standing, as this saves considerable energy, instead of repeatedly pushing up from sitting in the snow.

n Traverse evenly across the slope to learn how to ride and gain edge control.
With improvement, use this skill to explore new terrain, find stashes of
powder and deal with any slopes encountered.

n To execute turns in one smooth movement, start in a heel side slide slip
(body facing down the hill). Press down on the front foot. As the board
starts to point down the hill, rotate the head, shoulders and hips until the
front hand is pointing to the other side of the slope and the body is facing
up the mountain.
Source: SnowboardAddiction.com.
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healthy kids

The Colors of Healing
ART THERAPY FOR KIDS
by Marlaina Donato

O

Art and the Nervous
System

Sukjai Photo/AdobeStock.com

pening a brand-new box of crayons or making a happy mess with homemade
salt dough can provide hours of fun for most kids, but art therapy—based in
a clinical setting—can help children achieve emotional equilibrium, cultivate
social skills and increase their capacity for learning. Dipping a brush into bright colors
or creating a collage under the guidance of a qualified therapist can help a child express
what is beyond spoken language: unprocessed trauma, emotional and physical pain or the
multilevel challenges of autism spectrum disorder.
“Art therapy is completely different from arts and crafts, or even teaching a child how
to do art. The idea behind art therapy is that not everyone attending therapy is able to talk
about what is going on inside of them,” says Robyn Spodek-Schindler, owner of Paint the
Stars Art Therapy, in Manalapan, New Jersey.
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According to 2018 research published in the
Journal of Applied Psychology & Behavioral
Science, painting-based art therapy has been
effective in reducing symptoms of depression and anxiety in preschool-aged children.
Dipping into the unconscious wellspring
of creative impulse through doodling and
drawing, finger painting or taking a photograph can help kids bounce back more easily
from bullying or family conflicts, including divorce. Splashing color on a canvas
or throwing pottery has been shown to
enhance fine motor skills, increase attention
spans and instill a sense of accomplishment.
For those that are not neurotypical, engaging in guided artistic expression can foster
sensory integration and promote positive
social interaction.
“I have worked with children who have
lost a parent, experienced abuse, abandonment, consequences of addiction in the
family, COVID [-19] anxiety and autism
spectrum disorders,” says Andrea Davis,
founder and CEO of Dallas Art Therapy, in
Richardson, Texas. “Many times, the body
is expressing the trauma in the form of
sleep disturbance, eating changes, anxiety,
depression and panic attacks, to name a few.
Art-making bypasses the brain’s trauma
response. The art therapist is trained to support the person in the process of creation
and allows the person to utilize their other
senses to express themselves.”
Celeste Wade, an art psychotherapist at
the Child and Family Art Therapy Center,
in Haverford, Pennsylvania, emphasizes that
emotional processing cannot occur when an
individual is on the alert for potential danger,

a physiological response from an overstimulated amygdala. “Trauma needs to be
processed for the client to gain mastery and
function in a calm state versus fight, flight
or freeze. Art making can also activate this
area of the brain and have calming effects to
counteract trauma responses,” she says.

Willingness, Not Talent
The art therapist provides a nourishing
presence without art instruction or critiquing, and sessions can be private, in a group
setting or include family members. Conversation, combined with art making, is
typical in any art therapy session. Schindler stresses that creating pretty images
is not the goal of an art therapy session
and dispels the common assumption that
“the person attending art therapy needs
to have either a talent in art or an interest
in art. They just need the willingness to
participate in a session.” Some children see
immediate benefits, while others realize
emotional progress after several sessions.
Art therapy, sometimes in conjunction
with other modalities, not only gives
children a voice, but provides them with an
opportunity to stretch their wings. Group
therapy, says Davis, “can look like working
together to create a collaborative mural. In
the process, taking turns, hearing one another’s ideas, sharing materials, respecting
boundaries and each other’s art becomes
an important part of meeting goals.”
During an initial art therapy assessment,
Wade might ask a client to draw a family of
animals, which creates an opportunity “for the
client to share about their own family dynamics in a safe way. If the client has experienced
any type of familial trauma and I were to
present the same directive as, ‘draw you and
your family doing something,’ the child may
be more hesitant or may shut down.”
In a world that can be overwhelming,
self-expression through art can give a
young person a safe harbor. Schindler
accentuates human rapport in the clinical
setting, saying, “Art, much like play, is a
universal communication tool for children.
Sometimes you just feel better when creating and sharing with a trusted person.”
Marlaina Donato is an author, painter and
composer. Connect at WildflowerLady.com.

~ ADVERTORIAL ~

What Is “Chronic Fatigue Syndrome”, Really?

W

hen people experience chronically low energy of unclear
origin, they are often led to
consider alternative health options. Typically,
they have gone to one or more doctors and
have been told “There is nothing wrong,” or
perhaps that they need some rest. Sometimes, they are pleased to be diagnosed with
having chronic fatigue syndrome or fibromyalgia; at least they know that they are not
crazy, and that the reality of their illness is
being acknowledged with a diagnostic label.
But traditionally, with those labels come very
little if anything in the way of treatment or
symptom relief.
There are indeed numerous possible
etiologies of long-term feelings of fatigue/
low energy, all of them very real, and each
of them associated with a different, very real
treatment. Why these conditions that cause
chronic fatigue are so rarely investigated in
any depth in the traditional medical model is
unclear at best. Yet, this is, in fact, the case.
If you or a family member have been
excessively tired for a period of weeks,
months or years, a deeper and more detailed
study is well worthwhile. For this investigation, a functional medical doctor is the best
bet. Functional medicine, essentially, is a type
of medicine whereby symptoms themselves,
mysterious or otherwise, are the primary
focus; a traditional diagnostic label is not
critical.
Among the things that might be explored by a functional medicine practitioner
trying to understand a patient’s complaint of
chronic fatigue:

1

Subclinical hypothyroidism: Functional
standards for excellent thyroid performance far exceed traditional standards. Numerous additional parameters are checked,
and treatment options are multiple.

2

Adrenal dysfunction/exhaustion: This
is almost entirely overlooked in the
traditional context, but the adrenals in fact
become exhausted due to any stress, be it
physical, infectious, emotional, traumatic,
toxic, and post-stress, may not fully recover.

3

Intoxication: Heavy metals, organic toxins, insecticides, mycotoxins (black mold,

etc.), in the body wreak havoc on energy and
alertness

4

Viruses/infections: These were cited
initially as the “classic” causes of chronic
fatigue. Such viruses as Epstein-Barr, Cytomegalovirus, Parvovirus, Human Herpes
Virus 6 and a number of others can certainly
be players, but they are by no means alone as
causative factors.

5

Tick-borne diseases can cause fatigue
and a myriad of symptoms. Traditional
lab testing is woefully inadequate in detecting these diseases. Far better lab tests do,
however, exist.

6
7

Gut dysbiosis, including yeast overgrowth, can cause a wide variety of symptoms and disturb proper detoxification.
Imbalanced sex hormone levels, both
low testosterone and/or low estrogen/
progesterone, can affect energy and/or sleep,
which can deplete energy.

8

Depression and/or anxiety are very
common causes of diminished energy.
Once identified, neurotransmitter testing
and counselling can make a world of difference.

9

Undetected autoimmune disease,
nutritional deficiencies and food and
environmental sensitivities can also cause
extended fatigue.
Most importantly, each of the above
issues CAN BE DETECTED, TREATED
AND CORRECTED. So, if you have been
extra tired for a while and don’t know why,
do not settle for a label of “Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome”! Explore, investigate, find out
what is really going on, and bring yourself
back to the vibrant state of health you
deserve.
Robin Ellen Leder, M.D., was
mentored by Robert Atkins,
M.D., author of The Atkins
Diet, and has been practicing
integrative/alternative
medicine for more than 30 years at A Better
Alternative Medical Center, in Hackensack.
See ad, page 3.
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Ten years without
a cold?

Copper can stop a virus before it starts

S

By Doug Cornell

cientists have discovered a
with a tip to fit in the bottom of the
natural way to kill germs fast.
nostril, where viruses collect.
Now thousands of people
When he felt a tickle in his nose
are using it against viruses and bacteria
like a cold about to start, he rubbed
that cause illness.
the copper gently in his nose for 60
Colds and
seconds.
many other
“It
illnesses start
worked!” he
when viruses
exclaimed.
get in your
“The cold
nose and
never
multiply. If
happened.
you don’t stop
I used to
them early,
get 2-3 bad
they spread
colds every
and cause
year. Now
New research: Copper kills viruses in seconds.
misery.
I use my
Hundreds of studies confirm copper
device whenever I feel a sign I am about
kills viruses and bacteria almost
to get sick.”
instantly just by touch.
He hasn’t had a cold in 10 years.
That’s why ancient Greeks and
Users say:
Egyptians used copper to purify water
“It
works!
I love it!”
and heal wounds. They didn’t know
“I can’t believe how good my nose
about viruses and bacteria, but now we
feels.”
do.
“Is it supposed to work that fast?”
“The antimicrobial activity of copper
“One of the best presents ever.”
is well established.” National Institutes
“Sixteen flights, not a sniffle!”
of Health.
Scientists say copper’s high
“Cold sores gone!”
conductance disrupts the electrical
“It saved me last holidays. The kids
balance in a microbe cell and destroys it
all got sick, but not me.”
in seconds.
“I am shocked! My sinus cleared,
The EPA recommended hospitals use
no more headache, no more
copper for touch surfaces like faucets
congestion.”
and doorknobs. This cut the spread of
“Best sleep I’ve had in years!”
MRSA and other illnesses by over half,
and saved lives.
After his first success with it, he
The strong scientific evidence
asked relatives and friends to try it.
gave inventor Doug Cornell an idea.
They all said it worked, so he patented
He made a smooth copper probe
CopperZap® and put it on the market.
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Soon hundreds of people had tried it.
99% said copper worked if they used it
right away at the first sign of germs, like
a tickle in the nose or a scratchy throat.
Longtime users say they haven’t
been sick in years. They have less
stress, less medical costs, and more time
to enjoy life.
Soon people found other things they
could us it against.
Colds
Flu
Virus variants
Sinus trouble
Cold sores
Fever blisters
Canker sores
Strep throat
Night stuffiness
Morning congestion
Nasal drip
Infected sores
Infected wounds
Styes
Ringworm
Other microbial threats

The handle is curved and textured to
increase contact. Copper can kill germs
picked up on fingers and hands after you
touch things other people have touched.
The EPA says copper works just as
well when tarnished.
Dr. Bill Keevil led one of the science
teams. He placed millions of viruses on
a copper surface. “They started to die
literally as soon as they touched it.”
CopperZap® is made in the USA of
pure copper. It has a 90-day full money
back guarantee. Price $79.95. Get $10
off each CopperZap with code NATA32.
Go to www.CopperZap.com or call
toll-free 1-888-411-6114.
Buy once, use forever.
Statements are not intended as product
health claims and have not been evaluated
by the FDA. Not claimed to diagnose,
treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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EVERY SUNDAY
Ramsey Farmers Market—10 am - 4 pm. Award
winning non-profit Ramsey Farmers Market features
50 local vendors, music craft, chef demos and special
fun events for whole family. For more information:
http://ramseyfarmersmarket.org/. Location: Erie Plaza
Station, 2 West Main St, Ramsey.

EVERY THURSDAY
Weekly Neuro-Transformational Guided Meditation Circle—10:30-11:30am, Online. Release your
stress and relax with Lois Kramer-Perez. Using visualizations along with guided clearing meditations,
clear accumulated stress therefore clearing the self.
No meditation experience required. Register by 9am
to receive the Zoom link from Lois emailed at 10am.
Details: Lois@loiskramererez.com. 201-906-5767.
Register: LoisKramerPerez.com/My-Events/.

EVERY 2ND SATURDAY
Yoga Teachers Association Workshops—Open to
yoga teachers and students, members and nonmembers. Club Fit, 584 N State Rd, Briarcliff Manor, NY
and/or via Zoom. Info: ytayoga.com.

EVERY MONDAYS & FRIDAY
Delay the Disease—Parkinson Disease Fitness
Group Training, 1:30–2:30pm. Kim, a certified Delay
the Disease instructor will teach group classes at
Holyname Hospital Fitness center on Mondays and
Fridays. For more information contact Maxwell Edmiston (201) 262-4626. Address: 514 Kinderkamack
Rd., Oradell NJ.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Full Moon Hike for Adults—5:30 pm. A great opportunity to enjoy the Tenafly Nature Center trails after
dark! This 1.5-mile hike on a night near the occurrence
of a full moon encourages hikers to reflect and connect
with nature. Space is limited and pre-registration is
required. The Tenafly Nature Center is located at 313
Hudson Avenue in Tenafly.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9-10
Song Catchers: Folk Singers from the Great
Depression—7:30-9:00pm. Attend the Song Catchers:
Folk Singers from the Great Depression at the Anna
Maria Ciccone Theatre at Bergen Community College.
Tickets available at tickets.bergen.edu. Location: Anna
Ciccone Theatre, 400 Paramus Road, Paramus, NJ

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10
Preventing and Living with Cardiovascular condition—Dr Finn, 6:00 pm. How would you like to have
first-hand information on preventing and living with
Cardiovascular conditions? Renowned Roman E. Finn,
M.D., the Medical Director of CITM (refer AD on back
page) will explain the ways and means of managing
your life with these conditions.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12
Artisan Market in Fort Lee—11:00am-4:00pm. The
holidays are just around the corner and this Artisan

Market in Fort Lee offers plenty of great gift-giving
options. The Market features a varied collection of 30+
local makers and artists offering unique, hand-crafted
creations! Location: 231 Main Street, Fort Lee.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Bergen Community College 7th Annual Hero 5k
Run—8:00 am. Support BCC’s veterans, Dress as a
hero to show your support for our heroes. 5k starts at
9.00 A.M., Robert Dyer Kids 1K Fun Run Starts at 10
A.M., Kids Village opens at 8.30 A.M. Register https://
runsignup.com/Race/NJ/Paramus/bcc5k. Location:
400 Paramus Rd, Paramus, NJ 07652.

many items on sale all 3 days! 811 Chestnut Ridge Rd.,
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977. Call 845-290-0678 for
more information.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27
Thanksgiving Craft Fair—10:00am-5:00pm. Come
shop for the holidays at the Thanksgiving Craft Show
at Paramus High School. The show will feature 120
exhibitors showcasing a wide variety of arts, crafts,
photography, and many more hand-crafted items.
Location: 99 East Century Road in Paramus, NJ.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4
Sound Healing Singing Bowls—2:30-3:30pm. In the
serene environment of the salt cave, join sound healer
Beth Lantigua for a relaxing and restorative session
of Himalayan and crystal singing bowls. Location:
Salt of the Earth, Center for Healing, 811 Chestnut
Ridge Rd., Chestnut Ridge, NY. Cost $55 Call 845290-0678 or  register online at saltoftheearthcfh.com

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13

classifieds

Gong Immersion in the Salt Cave—2:30 - 3:30 pm.
Relax to the soothing, healing sounds of a 30” Paiste
Symphonic Gong while in the therapeutic environment
of a Himalayan salt cave. Led by certified sound healer,
Irene Fahlander. Location: Salt of the Earth, Center
for Healing, 811 Chestnut Ridge Rd., Chestnut Ridge,
NY. Cost $55 Call 845-290-0678 or register online
at saltoftheearthcfh.com.

Fee for classifieds is $33 (up to 40
words) + $1 per word over 40 words,
prepaid. To place listing, email content to Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com or Call 201-781-5577.
Deadline is the 10th of the month.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15
Playing With Pendulums–Intro to Clearing
Techniques with Lois Kramer-Perez—7:00pm.
Are you curious about pendulums?
Pendulums have been used for “dowsing” and
“accessing intuition” for hundreds of years.
You’ve seen people hold a ring on a string over
a pregnant woman belly to see if she is having
a boy or a girl. Learn the basics about pendulums, practice using and advanced techniques.
No Pendulum Experience Required. Bring your pendulum or 1 will be provided for you. Registration required.
Questions? Lois@loiskramererez.com or 201- 262-5502
Location: Emerson HS School,131 Main St, Emerson
NJ.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
Healthy Hub Series–Diet and Inflammation—1:00
pm. The Borough of Totowa Public Library offers its
“Monthly Heath Hub Series” - Diet and Inflammation.
Location: Totowa Public Library, 537 Totowa Road,
Totowa, NJ.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17
Monthly Online Gratitude Peace Circle—Online, 7-8pm. Join together as we prepare for the
coming New Moon on this “Completion Day”.
Inspiring hour of circle talk & guided meditation. Do you want to be part of a universal peace
calming project? It’s easy, just join the circle. No
meditation experience required. only $20 per person.
Register: loiskramerperez.com/my-events/ zoom link emailed from Lois at 6:30 pm on evening of the session.
Questions? Ask lois@loiskramerperez.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25 - 27
Thanksgiving Weekend at the Salt Cave

Celebrate Black Friday, Small Business Saturday and
Salty Sunday. 1/2 price ($20) salt cave sessions and

FOR SALE
ELEGANT KAWAI PIANO – Mahogany
upright with matching bench. Dimension: 5’ 2’’
x 2’ 2’’ x 3’ 5’’, Perfect for interested child of
5-7 years of age to begin study in keyboarding.
Bench has finally crafted, hinged top opening to
store music books. Price cut to $2500. Separate
Piano lamp, marble and brass available at $150.
Located close to Bergen Town Center/Whole
Foods. Call 201-487-4839.
OCEAN-FRONT PROPERTY IN BELIZE
FOR SALE–This expensive oceanfront
propery is an amazing opportunity to develop
beachfront lots, a resort, nature reserve, or
your own private oasis. The 37-acre property
stretches 700 feet along the Caribbean coastline. The land has been surveyed. Priced for
quick sale: $550,000. 201-926-0338.

HELP WANTED
WELLNESS PROFESSIONALS – Health
and Wellness Coaches, Acupuncturist P/T or
F/T independent Position in the e-commerece
Wellness Industry, a Life giving opportunity.
Create your own Schedule from Home, Complete training for passionate, Knowledgeable,
Enthusistic, Wellness Professionals. Please
contact: Dr Marianne Messina at (914) 309
4741 or mmessinadc@gmail.com.

TAROT READINGS
NOT SURE YOU'RE
ON THE RIGHT PATH?
Let's chat. Schedule a tarot
reading and get the clarity you're looking for. Visit:
theclairgardener.com or call
201-503-6335.
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To find out how you can be included in the Community Resource Guide, email Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com to request our media kit.

DOWSING
JEANIE PASQUALE
Professional Dowser
dowsing@househarmony.org
845-709-5245 • HouseHarmony.org
Protect Yourself from EMFs and other
Negative Energies. A professional
dowser can block the negative affect
of cell phones, satellite dishes, high
tension wires, geopathic stress, interference lines and more. If you’ve been
experiencing unexplained health issues and would like to be protected
from this negative energy, call to see how dowsing can
help protect you.

ENERGY HEALING
ACCESS CONSCIOUSNESS
Theresa Obssuth, Access BARS Facilitator
Paramus, NJ
201-655-3836 • AccessConsciousness.com
What if you are far greater than anyone has ever acknowledged? Where
have you not acknowledged this for
yourself? What keeps you in frustration of limitation, judgment of yourself and the lack of peace and joy in
your life? What if this could all
change easily and create a new way of life for you.
Let me introduce you to the process of Access Bars
and a way to live life where you function from your
own awareness having more happiness and ease. Offering Access Bars and Access Energetic Facelift sessions and classes. See ad, page 5.

FUNCTIONAL MEDICINE
ROBIN ELLEN LEDER, M.D.
A Better Alternative Medical Center
Hackensack, NJ
201-525-1155 • RobinLederMD.com

Since initially working with Dr. Robert
Atkins, Dr Leder has successfully delivered a full range of integrative/alternative
medical care to thousands of tri-state residents of all ages. Every patient is provided
a personalized care. Dr. Leder works with
patient to achieve long-term optimal
health and the healthiest lifestyle, using
diet, supplements, exercise, sleep, exercise, nutrient IV’s,
coaching/counselling, and always prioritizing non-pharmaceutical options. SERVICES OFFERED: Medical Assessment/Comprehensive, Cutting-edge Lab Testing, Individualized Nutrition/Supplement Programs, IV Immune Support,
Chelation (heavy metals & arterial plaque), Reconfiguration of
the Gut Microbiome, Individual/Couples Counselling, Weight
Loss. MODALITIES: Chronic Fatigue, Diabetes, GI Distress,
Hormonal Imbalances, Psychological Issues/Stress, Thyroid/
Adrenal Issues, Excessive Weight, Impaired Memory/Concentration, Autoimmune Disease, Metal Toxicity, ADD/Autism,
Food Sensitivities. See ad, page 3.

Enjoy the little things, for one
day you may look back and
realize they were the big things.
~Robert Brault
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ROMAN E. FINN, M.D.
Center for Integrative & Traditional Medicine
22 Madison Avenue, Paramus, NJ 07652
201-291-0401 • citm-drfinn.com

Dr. Roman Finn has successfully combined holistic and integrative ways as
well as modern developments in traditional medicine to treat a wide range of
conditions including cardiovascular,
pulmonary, gastrointestinal, musculoskeletal and immune disorders as well
as diabetes, hypertension, asthma, fibrommyalgia and stress
related conditions. An all-encompassing holistic approach
provided through non-invasive testing. Most labs and tests
are performed on premises. We are working with major
insurance companies and Medicare. See ad, back cover.

WARREN SLATEN, M.D.
Regenerative Healing Center
89 N Maple Ave, Ridgewood, NJ 07450
regenerativehealingcenter.com
Warren Slaten, M.D. is a wellness physician
with a focus on regenerative pain treatments that help build tissue including
platelet rich plasma injections, stem cells
and prolotherapy. These are ideal for long
term healing of tendonitis and joint arthritis. He also is certified in bioidentical
hormone replacement, helping men and women feel great
with energy and vitality. Dr. Slaten’s approach to total wellness includes ozone therapy and intravenous nutrition which
supports the immune system. He also does natural cosmetic
treatments including the Vampire Facial, removing undesired
moles and getting rid of spider veins and varicose veins with
electrical energy (radiofrequency). See ad, page 11.

INTUITIVE PRACTITIONER
& FENG SHUI
LOIS KRAMER-PEREZ
Intuitive Practitioner, Meditative Clearing
& Feng Shui
201-906-5767 • Fax 201-265-6037
LoisKramerPerez.com
“If we want to make changes in our lives,
we must start from within.” Are you
ready? Through her own journey of selfdiscovery, Lois has embraced diverse energy modalities as a way of life, and she
wants to share them. Lois has developed
simple, effective techniques that help clients sharpen their awareness, clarity and empowerment
through feng shui, personal meditative clearing, and environmental space clearing. Each of these services can provide
anchors for creating change from the inside out. Let’s get
started! See ad, page 15.

NUTRITION & WELLNESS
COUNSELING
CHELSEA CAPONE WELLNESS
ChelseaCaponeWellness@gmail.com
201-446-0578 • ChelseaCaponeWellness.com
As an Institute for Integrative Nutrition
graduate and certified Integrative nutrition health coach, I focus on a holistic
approach to health by providing a safe
and supportive space empowering clients to overcome health obstacles and
achieve full-body wellness. I integrate
the modalities of detoxification, herbal
medicine, lifestyle changes, nutrition.

What is Your
Strategy for
Success?

HEALING EDUCATION
DIAN’S WELLNESS SIMPLIFIED
Dian Freeman
Morristown, NJ, (973) 267-4816
WellnessSimplified.com
Clinical Nutritionist Dian Freeman teaches a Six-Month Nutritional Certification
Course twice a year for over 17 years. The
course leads to a certification as a Certified
Holistic Health Counselor, CHHC, which
is being used by many of her over 800
graduated students in practices of their
own. Others take the course for their own use. The course is
based upon a combination of her degrees and certifications,
plus her almost 40 years of clinical experience with over
6,000 clients. Dian also offers private nutritional consultations, On-demand biofeedback sessions and multiple Electro-Magnetic Energy Healing technologies. See ad, page 15.

HOLISTIC DENTAL CARE
VLADIMIR GASHINSKY, DDS
91 Millburn Ave, Millburn
973-457-4244 • HolisticDentalCenterNJ.com
We focus on performing holistic dental care
that is good for the body as well as the teeth
and gums. We put an emphasis on a more
natural or holistic approach to dentistry. As
a holistic dentist, Dr. Gashinsky treats the
cause of the problem and not just the symptoms. He seeks to improve his patients’
quality of life through holistic dental care
that respects and honors the body. See ads, pages 2 & 19.

Reach Area Natural Health &
Wellness Readers per month with a
Community Resource Guide Listing

Start Marketing
Your Business
for as low as

3

$

each
day

Contact us Today: 201-781-5577
NANorthNJ.com

TRY
FOR
FREE!

YOUR NATURAL MATCH
IS WAITING TO MEET YOU!

DON’T MISS

Welcome to the largest holistic, conscious,
spiritual and green network of dating sites
online. We invite you to become a member
and feel the energy on our site from the
moment you first log in.

YOUR
CONNECTION

Join now at NaturalAwakeningsSingles.com
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